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Abstract
1  .NADH-quinone oxidoreductase Complex I isolated from bovine heart mitochondria was, until recently, the major
source for the study of this most complicated energy transducing device in the mitochondrial respiratory chain. Complex I
has been shown to contain 43 subunits and possesses a molecular mass of about 1 million. Recently, Complex I genes have
been cloned and sequenced from several bacterial sources including Escherichia coli, Paracoccus denitrificans, Rhodobac-
ter capsulatus and Thermus thermophilus HB-8. These enzymes are less complicated than the bovine enzyme, containing a
core of 13 or 14 subunits homologous to the bovine heart Complex I. From this data, important clues concerning the subunit
location of both the substrate binding site and intrinsic redox centers have been gleaned. Powerful molecular genetic
approaches used in these bacterial systems can identify structurerfunction relationships concerning the redox components
of Complex I. Site-directed mutants at the level of bacterial chromosomes and over-expression and purification of single
subunits have allowed detailed analysis of the amino acid residues involved in ligand binding to several iron–sulfur clusters.
Therefore, it has become possible to examine which subunits contain individual iron–sulfur clusters, their location within
the enzyme and what their ligand residues are. The discovery of gs2.00 EPR signals arising from two distinct species of
 .  .semiquinone SQ in the activated bovine heart submitochondrial particles SMP is another line of recent progress. The
intensity of semiquinone signals is sensitive to Dmq and is diminished by specific inhibitors of Complex I. To date,H
semiquinones similar to those reported for the bovine heart mitochondrial Complex I have not yet been discovered in the
bacterial systems. This mini-review describes three aspects of the recent progress in the study of the redox components of
 .  .Complex I: A the location of the substrate NADH binding site, flavin, and most of the iron–sulfur clusters, which have
 .been identified in the hydrophilic electron entry domain of Complex I; B experimental evidence indicating that the cluster
N2 is located in the amphipathic domain of Complex I, connecting the promontory and membrane parts. Very recent data is
also presented suggesting that the cluster N2 may have a unique ligand structure with an atypical cluster-ligation sequence
 .  .motif located in the NuoB NQO6rPSST subunit rather than in the long advocated NuoI NQO9rTYKY subunit. The
 .latter subunit contains the most primordial sequence motif for two tetranuclear clusters; C the discovery of spin–spin
interactions between cluster N2 and two distinct Complex I-associated species of semiquinone. Based on the splitting of the
g signal of the cluster N2 and concomitant strong enhancement of the semiquinone spin relaxation, one semiquinone«
˚  .species was localized 8–11 A from the cluster N2 within the inner membrane on the matrix side N-side . Spin relaxation of
Abbreviations: EPR, electron paramagnetic resonance; FMN, flavin mononucleotide; Q, quinone; QH , quinol; SQ, semiquinone2
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1 Bovine heart Complex I contains only ubiquinone-10. Quinones in bacterial membranes differ depending on strains, for example,
ubiquinone-10 in R. capsulatus; ubiquinone-8 in P. denitrificans; menaquinone-8 in T. thermophilus; both ubiquinone-8 and
 .menaquinone-8 in aerobically grown E. coli cells the ratio of UQ and MQ is controlled by oxygen tension . Therefore, in this
 .  .  .mini-review, quinone Q , quinol QH , and semiquinone SQ were used for simplicity.2
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the other semiquinone species is much less enhanced, and thus it was proposed to have a longer distance from the cluster
 .N2, perhaps located closer to the other side P-side surface of the membrane. A brief introduction of EPR technique was
also described in Appendix A of this mini-review. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V.
 .Keywords: NADH-quinone oxidoreductase Complex I ; Electron transfer; Iron–sulfur cluster; Quinone; Semiquinone; Mitochondrial and
bacterial respiration; Electron paramagnetic resonance
1. Introduction
1 NADH-quinone oxidoreductase more frequently
.called Complex I located in the inner membrane of
mitochondria catalyzes electron transfer from NADH
to the quinone pool through a series of redox centers.
Coupled to this process, ns4–5 protons are vectori-
ally translocated across the mitochondrial inner mem-
brane as shown in the following equation:
NADHqQqHqqn Hq lNADq .in
qQH qn Hq .out2
The detailed reaction mechanism is unknown,
however, the intrinsic redox components involved in
w xthis reaction are one non-covalently bound FMN 1 ,
w xat least six EPR detectable iron–sulfur clusters 2–4 ,
and at least two distinct protein-bound species of
w x  .quinone 5–7 see Fig. 1 . During the past decade,
substantial progress has been made in the study of
structural aspects of Complex I. The unusual L-shaped
low resolution structural outline of Complex I was
revealed by the electron microscopic analysis on the
2D-membrane crystal of Neurospora crassa and their
w xisolated Complex I particles 8 . The complete pri-
mary sequence of 43 different subunits of highly
purified bovine heart Complex I was determined
w x9–11 including seven mitochondrially encoded sub-
w xunits 12 . The total molecular mass of the bovine
heart Complex I approaches 1 million Da assuming
that only one copy of each subunit is present in the
complex.
Complex I has been found in plants, fungi, and in
 .many bacteria see individual chapters in this issues .
The minimal functional unit of Complex I was found
in bacteria which contain 13 to 14 conserved subunits
w x13–15 with or without auxiliary subunits encoded
 .by unidentified reading frames URFs . In Es-
 .cherichia coli two of these subunits C and D are
w xfused yielding 13 subunit enzyme 16 . The seven
most hydrophobic bacterial subunits correspond to
mitochondrially encoded subunits, whereas the re-
maining six or seven bacterial subunits correspond to
homologous nuclear-encoded subunits in mitochon-
dria. The complete primary sequences were deduced
Fig. 1. Respiratory chain redox components in the inner membrane of bovine heart mitochondria are schematically shown. Iron–sulfur
 .  .clusters in the NADH-UQ Complex I and succinate-UQ Complex II oxidoreductase segments are distinguished with suffixes Nx and
 .Sx, respectively. Q , Q , and Q and Q denote specific UQ binding sites in Complex I, Complex II, and ubiquinol-cytochrome cN S o i
 .oxidoreductase Complex III segment, respectively. Specific inhibitor binding sites are illustrated with arrows. Redox midpoint potentials
 .at pH 7 E of Complex I components are also shown.m7.0
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from DNA sequences for Paracoccus denitrificans
w x w x14 , E. coli 13 and Thermus thermophilus HB-8
w x15 Complex I and partial sequence information has
w xbeen published for Rhodobacter capsulatus 17,18 .
E. coli and T. thermophilus HB-8 are known to
contain two different NADH-quinone oxidoreduc-
w xtases designated as NDH-1 and NDH-2 19,20 . The
former is the counterpart of mitochondrial Complex I,
while the latter is a single polypeptide containing
FAD, no iron–sulfur clusters, and does not translo-
cate protons vectorially across the membrane. Since
the essential function of NDH-1 is the same as that of
eukaryotic Complex I, NDH-1 is called Complex I in
this review for the sake of simplicity.
A close structural and functional similarity be-
tween homologous 3D-structures of essential subunits
w xof cytochrome c oxidase from P. denitrificans 21
w xand from bovine heart mitochondria 22,23 studied
by high resolution X-ray structural analysis demon-
strated the value of studying these complexes in the
simpler bacterial systems. Since Complex I from
bacteria and Complex I from bovine heart mitochon-
dria are spectroscopically and functionally similar,
containing equivalent redox components as indicated
by the fully conserved sequence motifs for flavin,
NADH binding sites and ligands to iron–sulfur clus-
.ters , the bacterial Complex I can be studied as a
simpler model of the mitochondrial Complex I.
EPR spectroscopic techniques combined with pow-
erful genetic approaches, such as over-expression of
w xindividual subunits 20 and gene recombinant muta-
tion at the level of the bacterial chromosome
 .Friedrich, this volume; Dupuis et al., this volume
have led to several discoveries. We have learned that
all redox components with low midpoint potentials
 .  .E are located within the promontory peripheralm
w xarm 24,25 , while cluster N2 with the highest Em
value is located close to the interface between the
membrane and the promontory arm. Recently, new
experimental observations have emerged which
strongly suggest that this cluster is located in NuoB
 .NQO6rPSST subunit rather than in the long advo-
 .cated NuoI NQO9rTYKY subunit. This notion will
lead to future studies on a unique ligand structure of
this functionally important iron–sulfur cluster in
Complex I.
A discovery of the spin–spin interaction between
two protein-associated species of semiquinone i.e.,
.SQ and SQ and cluster N2 in the mitochondrialNf Ns
membrane, showed the existence of spatially sepa-
rated and environmentally different quinone binding
sites within the membrane part of Complex I. These
SQ species are considered to play an important role
in the protonrelectron transfer mechanism, as pro-
posed in another chapter of this issue together with
Dutton and his colleagues.
Based on the recent progress using bacterial Com-
plex I system, the structural aspects of the redox
components of Complex I will be discussed in this
chapter. Since EPR techniques are not commonly
used in the bioenergetics field, and it is almost the
sole spectroscopic technique so far used for Complex
I studies, basic principles of this technique are briefly
described in Appendix A for readers new to this field.
2. Nomenclature and composition of Complex I
iron–sulfur clusters
In the respiratory chain in mitochondrial inner
membrane and bacterial cytoplasmic membrane,
iron–sulfur clusters exist in three basic structures
w x2q, 1q. w x2q, 1q. w x w2Fe–2S , 4Fe–4S 2–4 , and 3Fe–
x1q, 0. w x4S 26 . In Complex I, only the first two forms
are encountered. A binuclear cluster is composed of
two iron atoms which are bridged by two acid-labile
inorganic sulfides, and ligated to four cysteinyl sulfur
from polypeptide chain of the apoprotein. Each iron
is tetrahedrally coordinated to two acid labile sulfur
and two systeinyl sulfur. They function as one elec-
tron redox couples, diamagnetic in the oxidized state
and paramagnetic in the reduced state at low tempera-
w xture 27 . In the oxidized state, two high spin ferric
 .iron atoms Ss5r2 are anti-ferromagnetically cou-
pled giving rise to Ss0 ground state, accounting for
the observed low temperature diamagnetism. In the
reduced state, the anti-ferromagnetic coupling be-
 .tween high spin ferric Ss5r2 and high spin fer-
 .rous iron Ss2 produces Ss1r2 ground state.
This spin 1r2 system exhibits a unique EPR spec-
trum in which at least two g values are smaller than
 .gs2.0023 the value for free electron known as the
so called ‘gs1.94’ type signals. This peculiar EPR
spectrum was successfully explained by the anti-fer-
w xromagnetic spin coupling model by Gibson et al. 28 .
wThe valence electrons in the reduced binuclear 2Fe–
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x1q  .2S cluster are mostly localized at the Fe II site. A
tetranuclear cluster contains four iron atoms and four
acid-labile sulfides arranged in a distorted cube struc-
ture with the iron atoms bound to the polypeptide
chain via four cysteine sulfur ligands. Four iron
 . atoms can have formal valences of 3, 3, 3, 2 , 3, 3,
.  .2, 2 , and 3, 2, 2, 2 . Under physiological conditions,
tetranuclear clusters in Complex I function only in
wthe latter two redox states they are distinguished as
 .ferredoxin Fd -type from the high potential iron–
 .sulfur protein Hipip -type clusters which function in
xthe former two redox states , working as single elec-
tron carriers. The Fd-type tetranuclear clusters are
diamagnetic in the oxidized state and paramagnetic in
the reduced state at low temperatures and also exhibit
the ‘gs1.94’ type EPR spectra. Therefore, an as-
sumption was made similar to the case of the binu-
clear spin-coupling model. In the oxidized state two
ferric and two ferrous atoms are anti-ferromagneti-
cally coupled, giving effective total spin of Ss0,
and in the reduced state one ferric and three ferrous
iron atoms giving effective total spins of Ss1r2 in
the cryogenic temperature range. Four iron atoms in
the reduced Fd-type tetranuclear clusters were indis-
w xtinguishable in Mossbauer analysis 29 , and it has¨
been considered that the valence electrons are far
more delocalized than that of the binuclear cluster.
The 1H-NMR, however, could detect a pair-wise
wlocalization of valence electrons in the Fd-type 4Fe–
x w x4S cluster in the higher temperature range 30 .
Tetranuclear clusters in the oxidized and reduced
w x2q w x1qstates have net charge of 4Fe–4S and 4Fe–4S ,
respectively. The spin relaxation of the 3d electrons
w x1qin the 2Fe–2S clusters is much slower than in the
w x1q4Fe–4S cluster, allowing their EPR signals to be
 .detected even at liquid nitrogen temperature 77 K
under the condition where the EPR spectra of the
tetranuclear clusters are too broad to be detected. At
 .low temperatures -20 K we can selectively record
EPR spectra of tetranuclear clusters, when signals
from the binuclear clusters are mostly power-saturated
 .see Appendix A for more details .
In the early 1970’s, the first EPR analyses at
temperatures below 77 K were conducted in order to
scrutinize the involvement of iron–sulfur clusters in
energy coupling in the Complex I segment of the
respiratory chain between different yeast strains, i.e.,
Candida utilits versus Saccharomyces cere˝isiae; the
former yeast contains energy transducing Complex I
w xwhile the latter does not 31,32 . EPR signals from
previously unrecognized iron–sulfur clusters were
discovered in the former strain. This endeavor led to
the spectral resolution of six distinct iron–sulfur clus-
ters, namely, clusters N1a, N1b, N2, N3, N4 and N5
 .according to the Ohnishi’s nomenclature , which
were found to be associated with Complex I. Three
laboratories contributed to these results using reduc-
w x w xtive titrations 33 , potentiometric titrations 34 and
w xspectral computer simulations 35 .
Using isolated bovine heart Complex I, Beinert’s
group partially resolved EPR spectra arising from
four iron–sulfur clusters which they designated as
clusters 1 to 4. Cluster 1, a binuclear cluster g sz, y, x
.2.022, 1.938, 1.923 was discovered by Beinert and
w xSands at 77 K in 1960 36 . Cluster 2 was defined as
the iron–sulfur cluster showing the axial-type spec-
 .trum g s2.054 and g s1.922 which was wellz xsy
resolved in reductive titrations at temperatures -20
K. EPR signals from clusters 3 and 4 were not
resolved g s2.100 and g s1.886 and 1.862 forz x
.clusters 3 q 4 by these experiments, however,
Ohnishi subsequently distinguished N3 and N4 sig-
nals potentiometrically in pigeon heart submito-
 .chondrial particles SMP where they exhibited dif-
ferent E values y240 and y410 mV, respec-m7.2
. w xtively 34 . Cluster N3 was assigned as g s2.10,z, y, x
;1.93, 1.87 species and cluster N4 as g s2.11,z, y, x
;1.93, 1.88 species. Then, Albracht in 1977 pro-
posed a correction of the g value of the cluster N3z
to 2.037 based on the computer fit for equi-spin
content of clusters N3 and N4 from the bovine heart
w xComplex I 35 . Ohnishi experimentally confirmed
this finding and revised the g value of cluster N3 in
pigeon heart SMP to g s2.04, 1.93, 1.87. Al-z, y, x
bracht designated the cluster N3 as cluster 4 and
cluster N4 as cluster 3. This confusion in the nomen-
clature of these clusters still exists. Additional signals
designated arising from cluster N5 g s2.07,z, y, x
.1.93, 1.90 were detected later at a much lower
 .temperature range -7 K . Unfortunately there are
no comprehensive rules for the nomenclature of these
clusters, however, an order was found in the Ohnishi
nomenclature, i.e., spin relaxation rates increase in
the order of N1-N5 the higher the cluster number,
the lower the optimal EPR sample temperature as
.seen in Fig. 2 . EPR spectra from two binuclear
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Fig. 2. EPR spectra of iron–sulfur clusters in the isolated bovine heart Complex I reduced by 2 mM NADH. Spectra of iron–sulfur
clusters were partially resolved by measuring the same specimen at different temperatures. The sample temperatures were: A, 40 K; B, 12
K; C 9 K; D 7 K. EPR operating conditions are as follows: modulation amplitude, 1.25 mT; microwave power, 5 mW. Computer
simulated individual spectra of clusters N1b, N2, N3, and N4 were shown in the right column. Following simulation parameters were
 .used: N1b, g s2.02, 1.937, 1.922, L s0.88, 0.81, 1.14 line width in mT ; N2, g s2.05, 1.924, 1.917, L s0.84, 0.94,z, y, x z , y, x z , y, x z , y, x
0.88; N3, g s2.034, 1.926, 1.858, L s1.50, 0.70, 1.70; N4, g s4.099, 1.936, 1.881, L s1.45, 0.80, 1.20.z, y, x z , y, x z , y, x z , y, x
clusters were resolved potentiometrically and were
distinguished as N1a and N1b. N1a has a E valuem7.2
of y380"20 mV in SMP, while N1b has a Em7.2
sy240"20 mV similar to other members of the
w xisopotential group. To date, two 2Fe–2S clusters
 . w x N1a and N1b and four 4Fe–4S clusters N2, N3,
.  .N4 and N5 have been characterized see Fig. 1 .
Spin concentrations of N1b, N2, N3, and N4 are
equivalent to the FMN concentration in bovine heart
Complex I, while cluster N5 concentration is only
about 0.25 to one FMN. As pointed out in my
w xprevious mini-review 37 , cluster N5 may have an
equivalent spin concentration with that of FMN, but
75% of the N5 spins are EPR non-detectable because
w xthey may be in the Ss3r2 ground state 38,39 .
This cluster may exhibit EPR signals near the gs5
region requiring a much higher spin concentration of
 .Complex I )0.3 mM for its clear detection. Cluster
N1a is EPR non-detectable in Complex I from differ-
ent sources, because it remains in the oxidized dia-
.magnetic state due to its very low redox midpoint
 .potential E . Thus, only clusters N1b, N2, N3, andm
N4 were treated as intrinsic Complex I components,
 .but in my opinion, other two clusters N1a and N5
also remain as intrinsic redox components of Com-
plex I.
An important clue about the total predicted number
of iron–sulfur clusters in the Complex I and their
possible subunit locations has come from the fully
w xconserved sequence motifs 11,13–15 found on vari-
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Table 1
 .The nomenclature of NuoA–NuoN was primarily used in this mini-review for Complex I subunits, because it reflects the order of the
gene on the nuo locus. However, other subunit nomenclatures are also well-used in the literature. Therefore, the conversion table for
subunit nomenclature is attached to this table.
ous subunits, which allows for the possibility of up to
eight iron–sulfur clusters associated with Complex I
 .Table 1 . Since we have detected only six distinct
clusters, the other two tetranuclear clusters have been
so far not detected by EPR.
Fig. 2 provides an example of the spectral resolu-
tion of EPR signals from individual iron–sulfur clus-
ters, from bovine heart Complex I reduced with
NADH. The entire range of iron–sulfur signals aris-
ing from all the clusters are observed within a narrow
 .magnetic field -50 mT , recorded at different tem-
peratures. Spectra only from the binuclear clusters
can be recorded at a higher temperatures range. At 40
K, only a rhombic spectrum of cluster N1b g sz, y, x
.  .2.02, 1.94, 1.92 is observed spectrum A . At 12 K,
w xan axial-type spectrum of the tetranuclear 4Fe–4S
 . cluster N2 g s2.05, 1.92 is predominant spec-«,H
.trum B . This cluster exhibits the slowest spin relax-
ation among tetranuclear clusters in Complex I. At
 .this temperature 12 K , N1b signals are mostly
w xpower-saturated. At 9 K, signals from 4Fe–4S clus-
 . ters N3 g s2.04, 1.93, 1.87 and N4 g sz, y, x z, y, x
.  .2.10, 1.94, 1.89 are more pronounced spectrum C .
At this temperature N2 signals are considerably satu-
rated. In spectrum D recorded at 7 K, signals arising
w x from the fastest relaxing 4Fe–4S cluster N5 gz, y, x
.s2.07, 1.93, 1.90 are observed together with par-
tially saturated N4 signals. The cluster N3 signals are
almost completely saturated at this temperature show-
ing a slower spin relaxation time than that of the
cluster N4. Signals from the cluster N1a are not seen
in this figure because its E value is further loweredm
in the isolated bovine heart Complex I than in the in
situ membrane system. The E values of all iron–m
sulfur clusters and flavin in the Complex I segment
of the respiratory chain of the bovine heart SMP are
presented in Fig. 1.
2.1. Recent studies using bacterial Complex I
Bacterial Complex I has attracted many re-
searchers’ interests because of its relative structural
simplicity and the use of genetic tools to manipulate
w xprotein 40 . In situ studies of iron–sulfur clusters in
the P. denitrificans, R. capsulatus, and R.
sphaeroides cytoplasmic membranes showed very
similar EPR spectra with the counterpart of the bovine
heart Complex I system. However, the isolation of
intact Complex I from these bacteria was found to be
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 .Fig. 3. EPR spectra of the isolated E. coli Complex I, recorded under two different EPR conditions as shown. Complex I 8.8 mM in 50
 .mM MesrNaOH pH 7.2 , 50 mM NaCl, 15% sucrose, and 0.4% APG225, was reduced with 2 mM NADH.
much harder to achieve than that of mitochondrial
Complex I because of instability after detergent solu-
w xbilization 17,41,42 . A happy surprise came to the
field when Weidner et al. succeeded in the isolation
of E. coli Complex I, retaining all 14 subunits,
subsequent to their cloning and sequencing of the
w x  .nuo operon 13 . Two C and D of these subunits
were found fused in E.coli yielding a 13 subunit
w xenzyme 16 . To date, E. coli Complex I is the only
bacterial system, which has been studied in all three
levels of the structural organization, i.e., in cytoplas-
mic membrane, in isolated whole Complex I, and in
the three defined subfractions, namely, hydrophilic
 .NADH dehydrogenase fragment NDF , amphipathic
w xconnecting fragment, and membrane fragment 43 .
In the cytoplasmic membranes of E. coli B wild-
type strain, EPR spectra of three distinct binuclear
 . N1a, N1b, and N1c and three tetranuclear N2, N3,
.and N4 clusters have been resolved by combined
application of cryogenic EPR and potentiometric
w xtitration 43 . EPR spectra of isolated E. coli com-
plex I are shown in Fig. 3. The Complex I was
reduced with 2 mM NADH, and spectra were recorded
at two different temperatures. At 45 K, EPR spectra
 . of binuclear N1b g s2.03, 1.94 and N1c g«,H z, y, x
.s2.00, 1.95, 1.92 clusters were observed with axial
and rhombic symmetry, respectively. Cluster N1c
may arise from the NuoG subunit of E. coli. This
subunit carries an extra cysteine-motif C XXCX-228
 . .XXC X C which is not found in Complex I from27.
w x w xmammalian sources 11 or in P. denitrificans 20 .
This extra cysteine-motif may be related to cluster
N1c, because the N1c signals were not observed in
the membrane systems which lack this sequence mo-
tif. Cluster N1c belongs to the isopotential group as
seen in Fig. 1. Cluster N1a was also not reduced by
NADH because its E value is lower in the isolatedm
complex than seen in the membrane. At 13 K, EPR
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signals from the two tetranuclear clusters N2 and N4
have clearly resolved g peaks while the g featurez x
of all tetranuclear clusters of E. coli Complex I are
more overlapped than those in the mitochondrial
 .counterparts cf. Fig. 2 . The g signal of cluster N3z
overlaps with those of N2 and partially saturated
N1b.
Using computer simulation, the relative spin con-
centration of each individual iron–sulfur cluster was
approximated and found to be equivalent to that of
flavin, namely FMNrN1brN1crN2rN3rN4 s
w x1.0r1.1r1.2r1.0r0.9r1.1 43 . The FMN content in
the isolated complex is 0.9 molrComplex I i.e.,
approximately one to one ratio per Complex I
.molecule .
As compared with its mitochondrial counterpart,
E. coli Complex I is more labile, but this feature of
the bacterial Complex I has provided an advantage by
allowing its Complex I to be cleaved into three
subfractions using a relatively mild treatment chang-
ing a detergent from 0.4% alkylglucoside APG225 to
.0.3% Triton-X 100 and changing pH from 6.0 to 7.5 .
The three fractions consist of: the hydrophilic NADH
dehydrogenase fragment NDF, containing the NuoE,
.F, and G subunits , the amphipathic connecting frag-
 .ment containing the NuoB, CD, and I subunits , and
the extremely hydrophobic membrane fragment con-
taining the NuoA, H, J, K, L, M and N subunits, that
are equivalent to the mitochondrial gene encoded
.subunits . The NDF is obtained in a water-soluble
form and is easily purified. This fragment contains
the NADH and FMN binding sites and transfers
electrons from NADH to various artificial electron
acceptors, such as ferricyanide and Q , via a pieri-2
cidin A insensitive pathway. The NADH-reduced
NDF exhibits EPR spectra arising from clusters N1b,
N1c, N3, and N4.
The connecting fragment is not soluble in the
absence of a detergent. It exhibits one cluster N2-type
EPR spectrum, although the conserved cysteine-rich
sequence motifs predict the presence of up to three
tetranuclear iron–sulfur clusters between the NuoB
 .  .NQO6rPSST and NuoI NQO9rTYKY subunits.
Cluster N2 is missing in NDF, and present in the
connecting fragment. These observations showed that
cluster N2 resides in either the NuoB or the NuoI
subunit as suggested by the amino acid sequence
motif. No iron–sulfur clusters are present in the
membrane fragment, in agreement with the primary
w xsequence information 43 .
2.2. Location of redox centers in indi˝idual
hydrophilic subunits
Identification of the subunit location of individual
redox centers has been conducted by the gene disrup-
w xtion method in the N. crassa system 44 and by the
analysis of isolated individual P. denitrificans sub-
units expressed in E. coli cells and isolated from
w xthem by Yano et al. 45 .
 .The NuoE NQO2 subunit contains one EPR de-
w xtectable 2Fe–2S cluster. Because of a partial EPR
lineshape modification of the signal compared to
 .intact Complex I g shift 2.03“2.00 , this clusterz
could not be unambiguously assigned to N1a or N1b
w x45 by the EPR method. Previously, we assigned this
binuclear cluster as N1b in the 24 kDa subunit of the
 .flavo-iron–sulfur subfraction called FP of the bovine
heart Complex I resolved by a chaotropic reagent
w x46,47 . This assignment was based heavily on the
fact that this iron–sulfur cluster was reducible with
w xNADH in the FP fraction 45 . However, as described
w xbelow, N1b was more clearly assigned to the 2Fe–2S
 .cluster in the NuoG NQO3r75 kDa subunit. Since
P. denitrificans Complex I contains only two binu-
w xclear clusters, the 2Fe–2S cluster in the NuoE
 .NQO2r24 kDa subunit was reassigned as the re-
w x  .maining cluster N1a 48 . NuoE NQO2 subunit
contains four conserved cysteine residues arranged in
a non-typical cysteine-rich motif as well as three
non-conserved cysteine residues and one conserved
histidine residue. Using site-directed mutagenesis, the
four conserved cysteines were assigned as the ligands
of the binuclear iron–sulfur cluster, representing a
 .novel ligation motif –CxxxxC–CxxxC– for a
w x w x2Fe–2S cluster 49 .
Unfortunately, the P. denitrificans NuoF
 .NQO1r51 kDa hydrophilic subunit could not be
expressed in E. coli as a single soluble subunit,
because it formed insoluble inclusion bodies. How-
ever, this subunit could be co-expressed as a water
soluble 1:1 hetero-dimer complex together with the
 . w xNuoE NQO2 subunit 50 . The expressed complex,
w xas isolated, contained one assembled 2Fe–2S cluster
 .residing in NuoE NQO2 , but contained almost no
w xFMN nor 4Fe–4S cluster. The latter two prosthetic
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groups could be partially reconstituted with FMN,
 .  . .Na S, and NH Fe II SO in vitro. The recon-2 4 2 4 2
stituted dimer-complex showed EPR signals consist-
ing of two distinct species of iron–sulfur clusters,
 .namely, N1a g s2.00, 1.95, 1.92 and a fastz, y, x
relaxing tetranuclear-type signal with g s2.04,z, y, x
1.94, 1.87. The latter signal is reminiscent of the
cluster N3 in the intact Complex I. FMN and cluster
N3 were reconstituted independently. Electron trans-
fer from NADH to various electron acceptors was
restored in proportion to the amount of FMN recon-
stituted to the apoprotein, which experimentally
demonstrated direct electron and proton transfer from
w xNADH to flavin 50 . Unfortunately in this overex-
pressed subunit system, both iron–sulfur clusters had
 .considerably lowered E values -y450 mV , thusm
neither clusters were reducible with NADH.
 .The P. denitrificans NuoG NQO3r75 kDa con-
tains 12 conserved cysteines, and one each of aspar-
tate and glutamate residue in the N-terminal region
T. thermophilus subunit has only 11 conserved cys-
teines; the first cysteine in the N-terminal side is not
w x.conserved in this thermophile 15 . This distribution
predicts the existence of at least three iron–sulfur
clusters, and one of them should exhibit an atypical
 .ligand structure. The P. denitrificans NuoG NQO3
subunit was overexpressed in E. coli cells and iso-
lated from the cytoplasmic phase. EPR signals arising
w x w xfrom one 2Fe–2S and one 4Fe–4S cluster were
 .detected in this subunit 0.8 spins each per subunit
based on their different spin relaxation behaviors
w x48 . The axial type spectrum of the binuclear center
with g s2.026, 1.934 linewidth L s3.0, 1.8«,H « , H
.mT was very similar to the spectrum of cluster N1b
in situ. The EPR spectrum of the tetranuclear cluster
was similar to that of cluster N4 g s2.063,z, y, x
.1.928, 1.892; L s1.75, 1.55, 2.40 mT with onlyz, y, x
 .a small shift of the g value 2.09“2.06 . Thez
w x4Fe–4S cluster was very sensitive to oxidants and is
w xreadily converted to a 3Fe–4S cluster, a phe-
nomenon not seen in the intact complex I. Perhaps
this cluster is more exposed to the solvent in the
isolated subunit than in situ. This purified NuoG
subunit contains 8 mols Fe and 9 mol S) per subunit,
which is more than needed for one binuclear and one
tetranuclear clusters. Localization of a third tetranu-
clear iron–sulfur cluster was also suggested because
w x a small gs5 EPR signal was detected 48 Yano et
.al., unpublished data . The third cluster could be
ligated with mixed cysteine and non-cysteine ligands.
This cluster may correspond to the cluster N5, which
 .belongs to the isopotential group E sy250 mVm
w xof the iron–sulfur proteins in Complex I 2 .
3. Subunit location of cluster N2 and its possible
ligand residues
Cluster N2 has been considered to play an impor-
tant role in the energy conversion in Complex I, since
 .this cluster has the following unique properties: 1 it
has the highest E value among all iron–sulfurm
clusters in Complex I, and its E value is variablem
w x  .among different membrane preparations 2,51 ; 2 its
one electron reduction or oxidation is coupled with
binding and release of one proton in the physiological
w xpH range 2,51,52 . In other words, its E is pHm
 .dependent y60 mVrpH within the physiological
 . .pH range 6-pH-8.5 ; 3 its apparent E exhibitsm
Dmq dependence. Although the cluster N2 is notH
localized in an intrinsic membrane subunit, it is
considered to be inserted into the membrane environ-
 .ment, based on the following observations: i it
cannot be extracted from the membrane without de-
w x  .tergents 43,53 : ii when bovine heart Complex I
was delipidated by 50%, the E value of N2 wasm
lowered by 75 mV while that of all other clusters did
.not change significantly . The original E value wasm
recovered by reconstituting the delipidated sample
into liposomes. In parallel, the rotenone sensitive
w x  .NADH-Q reductase activity was restored 54 ; iii
the disruption of a nuclear-encoded gene for a hy-
drophobic subunit disturbed the membrane assembly
w xand resulted in the loss of the cluster N2 44 .
The cluster N2 is the only remaining EPR de-
tectable iron–sulfur cluster whose subunit location
and the ligand cysteine sequence motif have not been
assigned. Our EPR studies on the E. coli Complex I
subfractions indicated that the cluster N2 is located in
the connecting amphipathic subfraction, containing
the subunits NuoB, CD, and I. Subunit NuoCD does
not contain cysteine motifs for iron–sulfur ligation.
Thus, either NuoI or NuoB remains as a candidate for
the N2 ligand-containing subunit. The current status
of the efforts to determine the location of cluster N2
will be discussed below.
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3.1. Considerations from EPR spectral properties
and E ˝alues of iron–sulfur clustersm
 .The NuoI NQO9 subunit contains stereotypical
w xsequence motifs for ligation of two 4Fe–4S clusters,
similar to the 8Fe-ferredoxin which is considered to
w xbe evolutionarily the most primordial structure 55 .
In contrast, NuoB contains a primary sequence for
possible ligation of one atypical tetranuclear iron–
sulfur cluster which is also conserved among primi-
w xtive iron–sulfur proteins in hydrogenases 56,57 . It
was found very difficult to overexpress and purify the
 .P. denitrificans NuoI NQO9rTYKY and NuoB
 .NQO6rPSST subunits, since these subunits readily
formed inclusion bodies. However, the NuoI subunit
has recently been overexpressed in, and purified from
E. coli, in a relatively native form Yano et al.,
.unpublished data , by co-expressing it with E. coli
w xthioredoxin 58 .
The iron–sulfur clusters were chemically reconsti-
tuted in vitro with a reconstitution efficiency of about
30% as judged by the chemically determined non-
heme iron content. Our preliminary EPR experiments
w xclearly show EPR signals from two 4Fe–4S clusters
 .Fig. 4 with multiple signals at 2.08, 2.05, 1.94,
1.93, 1.90, and 1.88. The 2.01 signal appears to arise
 .Fig. 4. EPR spectrum of P. denitrificans NQO9 NuoI subunit,
w xcontaining stereotypical 2 4Fe–4S ligation motif, which was
overexpressed in E. coli cells, purified and chemically reconsti-
 .  .tuted with Na S, NH Fe SO , and dithiothreitol in vitro2 4 2 4 2
under anaerobic conditions.
w x1q1q, 0.from a 3Fe–4S cluster which was produced
presumably by a modification of a small portion of
w x1q2q,1q.the original 4Fe–4S cluster by contact with
air oxygen, but its relative spin concentration is very
 .low Yano et al., unpublished data . This spectral
w xproperties is similar to the two analogous 4Fe–4S
clusters, F and F found in the PsaC subunit ofA B
 .photosystem I PSI , which contains two stereotypical
w xcysteine sequence motifs for two 4Fe–4S clusters
w x59–62 . The X-ray structure of PSI in cyanobacteria
˚ w xis known at 4.0 A resolution 63 . Spins of the cluster
 . F g s2.04, 1.94, 1.85 and F g s2.06,A z, y, x B z, y, x
.1.93, 1.88 are magnetically coupled as seen by slight
w xshifts of their g and g values 64 and these twoz x
wclusters show no significant redox interactions 65–
x67 . Analogous phenomena might be expected in the
EPR spectra of the two tetranuclear iron–sulfur clus-
ters which exist in the overexpressed and purified P.
 .denitrificans NuoI NQO9 subunit. When this single
protein subunit is overexpressed and purified, the
EPR spectra of its iron–sulfur clusters are somewhat
modified. However, even taking this modification
into consideration, the EPR spectra of NuoI
 .NQO9rTYKY in the expressed and purified sub-
unit are quite different from the axial type g s«,H
.2.05, 1.92 spectrum of the cluster N2 in situ. When
the ‘connecting’ fragment of E. coli complex I is
w xsolubilized by detergent treatment, the 4Fe–4S clus-
ter still maintains an axial-type EPR spectrum similar
to that of N2 cluster in situ. These data favor the idea
that cluster N2 may not be located in the NuoI
 .NQO9rTYKY subunit, but in the NuoB
 .NQO6rPSST subunit.
The E values of iron–sulfur clusters in the 8Fe-m
w xferredoxin are -y400 mV 68 . F and F clustersA B
in the PsaC subunit have even lower E values;m
w xy580 and y520 mV, respectively 69,70 . In con-
trast, cluster N2 has a much higher E value, i.e.,m
y150;y50 mV, the highest among all clusters in
Complex I.
 .The NuoB NQO6 subunit contains four con-
 63 64 67 129 158 .served cysteines C C xxE –C –C P in the
sequence number of E. coli. Two adjacent cysteines
 63 64.C and C cannot function as ligands concur-
rently, therefore, NuoB possesses only three candi-
date cysteine ligands with long polypeptide stretches
between each. Because the C-terminal end C158 is
w xnext to a proline, a 4Fe–4S cluster structure was
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suggested. As mentioned earlier, we can expect that
if this subunit carries an iron–sulfur cluster, it is
likely to have mixed ligand residues where the non-
 67.sulfur ligand is the conserved glutamate E . In a
very preliminary experiment, we observed weak EPR
signals at temperatures below 10 K arising from the
overexpressed and isolated P. denitrificans NQO6
 . NuoBrPSST subunit Yano et al., unpublished
. w xdata , which likely contains a 4Fe–4S cluster. How-
ever, further efforts are required to achieve a much
higher level of in vivo subunit over-expression and in
vitro cluster reconstitution. The involvement of a
non-cysteine ligand, either oxygen or nitrogen, in
addition to the sulfur ligands, may tend to increase
the E value than seen in the bacterial ferredoxin-typem
iron–sulfur clusters with four cysteine ligands. An
attractive example would be the Rieske binuclear
iron–sulfur cluster of the aerobic respiratory chain
which has the E of 150–300 mV and EPR spectram
w xwith an average g value of 1.91 71,72 . This cluster
was shown to be ligated by two histidine and two
cysteine ligands with an average g value of ;1.91
w x72–74 . On the other hand cluster S1 in Complex II
 .see Fig. 1 was suggested to have an atypical ligand
structure from its conserved sequence motif as well
as its E value in the y80;q80 mV range. Thism7.0
w x2Fe–2S cluster shows an average g value of ;1.96
similar to normal ferredoxin type iron–sulfur clusters
w x26,75,76 . Based on the site-directed mutagenesis
analysis, a water molecule was suggested as a direct
non-sulfur ligand which may be hydrogen bonded to
w xaspartate or cysteine residue 77 . It is likely that a
non-cysteine residue is ligated to the Fe3q atom of
w xthe binuclear S1 cluster 78 . It should be noted,
however, the Rieske cluster in Complex III and the
‘Rieske-type’ cluster in some dioxygenases having
.E values of y150;y50 mV show over 300 mVm
difference in their E values, even though bothm
iron–sulfur clusters have the same 2-cysteine and
w x2-histidine ligands 79,80 . The E value is governedm
only in part by the electronic properties of the metal
complex, and multiple factors are known to con-
tribute to the E of the iron–sulfur clusters. Inm
addition to the net charge effect of the cluster ligand,
hydrogen-bond formation by the nearby backbone
amides as well as the access of the amino acid
side-chain or solvent dipoles close to the cluster are
w ximportant contributors 81–83 .
w xIt should be noted that several 4Fe–4S clusters
with mixed-ligand systems are known in nature. For
example, a hyper-thermophile Pyrococcus furiosus
w x  .4Fe–4S ferredoxin is ligated by one aspartate D
 .and three cysteine C residues with a cluster ligation
 .motif of CxxDxxC–C . This cluster shows an EPR
spectrum with atypical g of 2.10, 1.86, 1.80z, y, x
 .g s1.92 detectable at temperatures below 15 Kave.
w x 14 w x39 . The D cluster ligand in P. furiosus 4Fe–4S
was identified based on the 1D- and 2D-1H NMR
w xanalysis 84 . In this case E value of the cluster ism
as low as four-sulfur ligated ferredoxins. There are
cases known that mutation of a sulfur ligand to
oxygen or nitrogen-ligand not always increase the Em
w xvalue of the cluster 85,86 . On the other hand, the
w xaconitase 4Fe–4S cluster was shown to be coordi-
nated by three cysteine and one H O ligands by the2
w xhigh resolution X-ray structural analysis 87 . The
w x1qEPR spectrum of the aconitase 4Fe–4S cluster
shows the g s2.07, 1.95, 1.86 with a g ofz, y, x ave.
1.95 in the absence of the substrate, similar to the
w xusual four-cysteine-ligated iron–sulfur clusters 88 .
Here again, these examples suggest that even in the
case of the tetranuclear cluster ligated by mixed
 .ligands sulfur and oxygen or nitrogen , its EPR
spectrum can be similar to the all-sulfur ligated clus-
w xter 84 . These information suggest localized electron
density even in the tetranuclear cluster and provides
some support to my very speculative proposal of
 .assigning cluster N2 to the NuoB NQO6rPSST
subunit and its possible atypical ligand structure.
3.2. Site directed mutagenesis studies to determine
the subunit location of cluster N2
 .  .Both NuoI NQO9 and NuoB NQO6 subunits
are strong candidates to harbor the cluster N2. In
order to determine the location of cluster N2, great
efforts have already been made by two research
groups using R. capsulatus system Dupuis’ and
.Albracht’s collaborating groups and E. coli system
 .Friedrich’s group . Both groups introduced site-di-
rected mutations into the bacterial chromosome by
homologous gene recombination. These two groups,
however, have reached contradictory conclusions; the
former group has proposed that the cluster N2 resides
in the NuoI subunit while the latter group proposed
that the cluster N2 exists in the NuoB subunit.
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In the E. coli system, eight fully conserved cys-
 .teine residues ligand candidates are located in NuoI,
and three ligand candidate cysteines are in the C-
terminal region of NuoB. Each cysteine was individu-
ally mutated to Ala, one at a time Ala is similar to
Cys in size but never functions as a ligand, contrary
.to Ser . Mutant E. coli cells can grow using the
alternative NDH-2 pathway. Because of overlapping
intense signals from other non-Complex I redox com-
ponents, EPR spectra of the mutant Complex I clus-
ters could not be analyzed quantitatively in situ in the
membrane. Therefore, EPR spectra were examined
on isolated Complex I from individual mutants of
NuoI and NuoB. Friedrich et al. personal communi-
.cation obtained EPR spectra of Complex I isolated
64 129 from two NuoB mutants C A and C A –
64 129 .CC xxE–C –CP– and from one NuoI mutant
102  102 .C A –CxxC xxCxxxCP– . EPR spectra of the
binuclear clusters, which were specifically examined
at 40 K, showed no difference from that of the
wild-type Complex I in all these three mutants. In
contrast, EPR spectra recorded at 13 K clearly showed
a lack of the cluster N2 in the two NuoB mutants
while N2 was seen in the NuoI mutant. Therefore,
Friedrich et al. proposed that the cluster N2 may
w xreside in the NuoB subunit rather than in NuoI 89
 .and in this issue .
In the R. capsulatus system, there is apparently no
NDH-2, but the Dupuis’ group found that Complex I
mutants can grow under aerobic conditions with lac-
w xtate as a carbon source 90 . This group analyzed
EPR signals of iron–sulfur clusters directly in the
chromatophore membrane in situ. They conducted
mutagenesis of ligand candidate residues C“S and
. w xC“R in the NuoI subunit 91 . They found that the
mutation of the 4th cysteine in the cluster sequence
 .motif CxxCxxCxxxCP resulted in no assembly of
the Complex I and complete absence of the electron
 .transfer activities. Neither NADH-K Fe CN reduc-3 6
tase nor the NADH oxidase activities were detected
and no EPR signals from any iron–sulfur clusters in
Complex I was observed. Therefore, this mutant could
neither prove nor disprove the specific effects of
mutation on the ligation of the 4th cysteines. In
contrast, the mutation of each of the first three cys-
 .teines in –CxxCxxCxxxCP– motifs did not affect
 qthe phenotype of the mutants PS and electron
transfer activities at the wild-type level only with
.some variability . According to their interpretation,
all iron–sulfur clusters were present in these mutants
based only on the lineshape alteration around the g y
.and g troughs in the reduced chromatophore , butx
N2 signals were only partially lost, consistently alter-
ing the N1rN2 signal ratio. Thus, they proposed that
the two cluster N2 resides in the NuoI subunit and
only one N2 was lost by mutation of three cysteines,
 .one at a time shown above in bold . This group
found no phenotype alteration by NuoB mutation
 .C“S .
Experimentally, both groups are well advanced in
genetic strategies, but the apparently conflicting data
and conclusions may arise from the complicated na-
ture of the Complex I system. Since 1991, the cluster
w xN2 has been proposed as one of the two 4Fe–4S
 .clusters in the NuoI NQO9rTYKY by Dupuis et al.
w x92 , and more recently Albracht’s group assigned
Table 2
 .Current hypotheses on the subunit location of FMN and iron–sulfur FerS clusters and the number of subunits in the minimal
nuclear-encoded functional unit of bovine heart Complex I
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w xboth of the 4Fe–4S clusters in the NuoI
 . w x NQO9rTYKY subunit as the cluster N2 93 see
.Table 2 . Since the C74S mutant Complex I did not
assemble, analysis of the mutants of the other three
Cys residues is very crucial to draw a final conclu-
sion. In my opinion, more selective and quantitative
EPR measurements at least N1b signals examined at
a high temperature and non-overlapping g signal of«
.N2 cluster below 20 K in the chromatophore of the
individual cluster N1 and N2 spectra may be needed
for the analysis of the reduced chromatophore sam-
ples of R. capsulatus mutants. This is very important
since it is known that cluster S1 and S2 signals
which overlap with the g and g region of they x
.cluster N2 signal intensify in the Complex I deleted
w xmitochondrial system 25,94 . Negative data on the
NuoB mutants also require a more rigorous analysis,
since Ser is known to function as a substitute-ligand
w xfor the Cys 95 . The E. coli mutant data also needs
at least one positive control on the mutant of non-
ligand Cys. However, putting all of these currently
available mutant data together, a speculative interpre-
tation can be developed again that the cluster N2 may
 .reside in the NuoB NQO6rPSST subunit rather
 .than the NuoI NQO9rTYKY subunit, and this clus-
ter may have a novel arrangement of cluster ligands.
4. Flavin
Complex I contains one non-covalently bound
w xFMN per molecule 25,43,53,96 . It can assume three
different redox states, namely, fully oxidized, inter-
mediate semiflavin, and fully reduced state. Based on
the potentiometric analysis of the E value for them
1st and 2nd electron transfer steps, the stability con-
 y2 .stant K s3.4=10 at pH 7 of the semiflavinstab
w xwhich is thermodynamically relatively stable 97
similar to semiflavin of Complex II K s2.5=stab
y2 . w x10 at pH 7 75 . This shows that the flavin in
Complex I can function as a converter between a
 .strictly ns2 substrate NADH and ns1 electron
 .transfer carriers iron–sulfur clusters , as seen for
various electron-transferring metallo-flavo-enzymes
w x98 . The flavin in Complex I shows E value ofm
y340 mV, which is 133 mV lower than that of free
 .FMN E sy207 mV , which implies that oxi-m7.0
dized form of flavin has four orders magnitude higher
affinity to its specific binding site than its fully
reduced form. The EPR spectrum of potentiometri-
cally obtained flavin free radical showed an unusu-
 .ally broad line width 2.4 mT , which originates from
a strong spin–spin interaction between the semiflavin
w xand cluster N3 97 . This strong magnetic interaction
also results in a large enhancement of the semiflavin
spin relaxation as well as a concomitant broadening
of the EPR spectrum of cluster N3, extending the
earlier indication of the spin-coupling between cluster
w xN3 and semiflavin 3,99 .
5. Semiquinones
w xEarly in 1983, Suzuki and King 5 detected
 .semiquinone SQ EPR signals in the isolated bovine
heart Complex I reduced with NADH. Using Q band
 .EPR 34 GHz , they showed that SQ signals arose
from protein bound species by their anisotropic line-
shape with g s2.0060, 2.0051, 2.0022. Theyz, y, x
resolved EPR spectra into two distinct species of SQ
based on the difference of their power saturation
behavior as well as their different sensitivities to
rotenone and the sulfhydryl reagent. These SQ sig-
nals exhibit extremely slow relaxation because the
gs2.00 spectra were observed at room temperature
 .238C . Subsequently, using tightly coupled bovine
w xheart SMP, Vinogradov’s group 6,100 discovered
an extremely fast relaxing SQ species in the Complex
I segment of the respiratory chain. This semiquinone
signal was found to be Dmq dependent and rotenoneH
sensitive. These investigators proposed a possible
spin–spin interaction of the SQ with the cluster N2
spins. De Jong and Albracht confirmed these observa-
tions, but they reported that SQ formation was DmqH
w xindependent 7 . Subsequently de Jong et. al. recog-
nized a pronounced effect of the membrane energiza-
tion on the saturation behavior of SQ and g linez
shape of the cluster N2. This group was the first to
observe the split signals on both sides of the g s2.05«
peak of the cluster N2 in coupled bovine heart SMP,
but they interpreted this phenomenon as a reflection
of the energy induced protein conformational change
of the Complex I. They also concluded that only
single species of SQ was present in Complex I and its
spin relaxation was enhanced by the energization
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 .  .Fig. 5. A EPR spectra of tightly coupled respiratory control RCs8 activated bovine heart submitochondrial particles during
 .steady-state NADH oxidation. Sample temperature, 16 K, microwave power, 2 mW. B Power saturation profile of overlapping
semiquinone signals. Sample temperature, 40 K. Power saturation data was analyzed by computer fitting to the equation AsS n A sis1 i
n 0.5b i’  .S C P r 1qPrP where A is the amplitude of the i-th type free radical; P is the half-saturation power and b is theis1 i 1r2 i. i 1r2 i i
w xhomogeneity parameter 102 .
w x101 . Vinogradov et al. demonstrated the presence of
two distinct species of semiquinone in Complex I and
designated them as SQ and SQ because of theirNf Ns
w xfast and slow spin relaxation behaviors 102 . They
confirmed the splitting of g s2.054 signal of clus-«
ter N2 to gs2.044 and 2.064 peaks and interpreted
them to arise from the spin–spin interaction between
the cluster N2 and SQ . The dipolar coupling be-Nf
tween two spins leads to a broadening or splitting of
the signal. Considering the dipolar point approxima-
tion, the distance between cluster N2 and SQ canNf
y3 <be calculated using the equation D BsbPgPr 1y
2 <  .3cos u where D B is the peak separation in G , r is
˚ .the distance in A between dissimilar interacting
spins, g is the g factor of SQ species, and u is theNf
angle between the inter-dipolar vector and the mag-
˚ .netic field H . The distance of 8–11 A was calcu-
lated from the peak-to-peak separation of 3.3 mT.
Previously, Salerno et al., demonstrated that the g«
direction of the cluster N2 is perpendicular to the
membrane, using oriented multilayer preparations
w x103 . Therefore, if vector connecting SQ and N2Nf
are along the membrane normal, the mutual distance
˚is the longest 11 A. If the exchange coupling is
significant, the distance between cluster N2 and SQNf
˚ w xcould be as long as 12 A 102 .
The power saturation profile of the gs2.00 SQ
signal amplitude is presented in Fig. 5B. In order to
visualize multiplicity of the SQ species, a power
 .saturation curve of the gs2.00 signal at 40 K was
plotted as a function of P1r2 in a log–log plot. The
tri-phasic power saturation curve was resolved into
three individual SQ species, with P values of 1731r2
mW, 8.3 mW, and 0.06 mW, respectively. Based on
the enhanced spin relaxation of the SQ by theNf
paramagnetic cluster N2, we obtained a distance 10–
˚ .13 A consistent with that obtained from the splitting
 .Burbaev et al., unpublished data .
Only the two faster relaxing components of the SQ
signals can be quenched by piericidin A at an equiva-
lent concentration to Complex I, leaving one SQ
signal with slowest spin-relaxation P s 0.061r2
.mW . Since this is insensitive to the Complex I
inhibitors, this may not be associated with Complex I
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and it was designated SQ . The identity of this SQx
species remains to be further examined.
After subtracting this SQ signal from the totalx
signal, we can obtain the SQ power saturation curve
for the two SQ species associated with Complex I.
From this power saturation curve, we also obtained
the distance between cluster N2 and SQ . This resultNf
was in good agreement with the previous data shown
 .in Fig. 5B Vinogradov et al., unpublished data .
A weaker magnetic interaction between cluster N2
and SQ is also indicated because the P value ofNs 1r2
the SQ is clearly higher than a semiquinone speciesNs
magnetically isolated from other paramagnetic cen-
˚ .ters. The SQ seems to be further away ;30 ANs
from the cluster N2, perhaps closer to the cytosolic
surface of the membrane. But the accurate distance
estimation is difficult to make, because the cluster N2
could extend the spin relaxation effect to SQ viaNs
SQ .Nf
Recently, van Belzen et al. reported more detailed
w xexperimental data on this topic 104 . They have
demonstrated that g splitting of the cluster N2«
indeed arises from magnetic interactions between
neighboring spins, because the splitting was found to
be independent of the applied microwave frequency
 .X-band and P-band . Their reported splitting D B of
2.8 mT and our 3.3 mT provide almost the same
distance r between interacting spins at our resolution
level, because the splitting is proportional to ry3.
These investigators, however, interpreted that the
strong interaction manifested by the g splitting of«
the cluster N2 arises from ‘exchange coupling’ be-
tween the two N2 clusters residing within the same
 .subunit, NuoI NQO9rTYKY . As described in con-
siderable detail in Section 3.2, in my opinion, it is
rather unlikely that the two tetranuclear clusters found
 .in the NuoI NQO9rTYKY subunit correspond to
two N2 clusters. If the disappearance of the g«
splitting of the cluster N2 upon addition of the un-
coupler is resulted from a protein conformational
change of the NuoI subunit as proposed by Albracht’s
.group , the distance between these two N2 clusters
must become longer at least by several angstroms. It
is difficult to envision this happening because the 4th
w xcysteines of each 4Fe–4S cluster binding motif
w xprovide the 4th ligand of the other 4Fe–4S cluster
w x105 and their cluster assembly is extremely sensi-
tive to a relatively small structural alterations caused
by single site-directed mutagenesis on the 4th cys-
w xteine 91,106 . In addition, as discussed earlier in
Section 3 the cluster N2 seems to be located in the
membrane environment. This is a topic of current
intensive work in the Complex I research field.
The data discussed in this section are still at the
early stages of investigation and the data interpreta-
tion is still controversial, but we favor the idea that
the spin–spin interactions observed is primarily be-
tween the single cluster N2 and the SQ , and aNf
much weaker interaction between two distinct
semiquinone species, namely, SQ and SQ .Nf Ns
6. Conclusion
All the recent work described in this mini-review
is summarized in Fig. 6. A hypothetical minimal
Complex I model was shaped according to the low
resolution L-shape image of E. coli Complex I
w x w x8,107 . The three subfractions of E. coli 43 and the
w xcorresponding genes 13 are indicated by gray scale.
This drawing places more emphasis on the location
 . of individual redox components, N1a , flavin and
.  .N3 , N1b, N4, and N5? in the respective NuoE, F,
G subunits, which constitute the hydrophilic NADH
dehydrogenase part. In the amphipathic connecting
part, the NuoI subunit was found to harbor two
w x4Fe–4S clusters analogous to F and F in the PsaCA B
subunit of PS I. The location of the cluster N2 NuoB
.or I is shown with question marks, because of the
conflicting site-directed mutagenesis data, although I
favor the NuoB subunit. These two hydrophilic and
amphipathic parts form the promontory arm which
will constitute a long electron transfer chain connect-
ing the NADH oxidation site and the cluster N2, the
latter is located close to the matrix-membrane inter-
face, but inserted into the membrane environment
w x 44,54 . Two distinct species of semiquinone SQNf
.and SQ have different spin relaxation behavior;Ns
SQ is strongly spin-coupled with cluster N2 8–11Nf
˚ .A away from each other , while SQ is locatedNs
closer to the cytosolic side membrane surface and is
weakly spin-coupled with cluster N2, perhaps via
SQ . We hypothesized the presence of another EPRNf
 .non-detectable generating an unstable transition state
semiquinone. It is functionally equivalent to the
semiquinone in the Q site in Complex III, but actso
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Fig. 6. Schematic outline of the minimal Complex I structure and a summary of our present knowledge on the proposed subunit
distribution of different redox centers and Q binding sites. The unusual L-shape image of Complex I is from a low resolution electron
˚w xmicroscopic analysis of N. crassa Complex I 8,107 . The promontory arm protrudes from the matrix side of the membrane by 80 A, and
˚ the larger hydrophobic arm extends 180 A within the membrane; analogous long arms were also found in E. coli Complex I Friedrich et
.al., in this issue . The three subfractions of E. coli Complex I and the corresponding genes are indicated in gray scale. The cluster N1c is
w xnot included in this figure, because this cluster is not present in the bovine heart, P. denitrificans, and R. capsulatus Complex I 2,4,40 .
as a mirror image of the Q cycle together with the
 .SQ functionally Q site equivalent . SQ wasNs i Nf
hypothesized to function as an additional proton
pumping component to explain the high Hqrey stoi-
chiometry in Complex I. A hypothetical model for
Complex I energy conversion is proposed in another
 .chapter Dutton et al., in this issue . These three
quinone reaction sites were temporarily placed in the
 .NuoH ND-1 subunits based on the rotenone ana-
w xlogue binding data 108 .
Based on his kinetic data and other information,
Albracht and de Jong recently proposed a structural
w xmodel of complex I 93 . Table 2 compares his model
to the model presented in Fig. 6. A basic difference
between two models is the flavin content; his pro-
posal of the existence of two flavin-containing sub-
units per Complex I molecule contradicts the bio-
chemical and immunological assays determining the
subunit composition of Complex I from various
w xsources 25,43,53,96 . Several minor differences in
electron transfer mechanisms arise from this two-
flavin Complex I model. Exciting and urgent prob-
lems concerning Complex I redox components which
need to be solved are the controversial issues pre-
sented in this mini-review: the determination of clus-
ter N2 location within the membrane and to define its
spatial relationship relati˝e to the distinct quinone
binding sites. This will facilitate the understanding of
the mechanism of protonrelectron transfer mecha-
nism in Complex I. As evident in the different chap-
ters of this special issue, the field of the Complex I
has advanced to the stage that mechanism of this
complex enzyme can be clarified using various so-
phisticated approaches.
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Appendix A. A brief introduction of EPR tech-
nique
The redox components of Complex I are rather
poor chromophores for optical spectroscopic analysis
in situ both in the mitochondrial and bacterial mem-
branes and even in isolated Complex I. Electron
 .paramagnetic resonance EPR spectroscopy has been
the most informative technique to detect and resolve
signals from individual redox centers. All Complex I
iron–sulfur clusters are EPR detectable para-
. w xmagnetic in the reduced state 2–4,109 , while flavin
and quinone are detectable in the free radical state,
w xi.e., semiflavin or semiquinone state 97,110 . In EPR
spectroscopy, only components which have unpaired
electrons, such as transition metals or free radicals,
are detected.
For simplicity, consider a paramagnetic substance
 .which has free unpaired electrons spin Ss1r2 . In
the absence of magnetic field, all the spins illustrated
.with arrows in Fig. 7 in the samples are oriented
randomly at the same energy level. When the sample
 .is placed in a magnetic field H , the magnetic
moment of unpaired spins will tend to be aligned
either anti-parallel or parallel to the direction of the
 .magnetic field called Zeeman splitting . Therefore,
spins in the sample are divided into two populations
 .  .having energies of y 1r2 g bH and q 1r2 g bH.
Lower and higher energy levels correspond to spins
anti-parallel and parallel to the applied magnetic field,
 .respectively Fig. 7 . In EPR spectroscopy, we ob-
serve the resonance transition between these two
 .induced spin populations. The energy difference D E
between these spin states is dependent on the strength
 .of the applied field H . When microwave with an
energy hn is applied to this system, and H is
scanned, a resonance transition takes place when D E
 .between the two states g bH becomes equal to hn
h is Planck’s constant and b is the Bohr magneton,
.two fundamental physical constants . This equation to
determine the resonance position contains two vari-
 .ables, microwave frequency n and magnetic field
 .H . EPR spectra are generally obtained by scanning
the magnetic field to find the resonance position with
 .  .Fig. 7. Schematic presentations of left the energy level splitting of unpaired electrons Ss1r2 in an increasing magnetic field, the
 .condition for the electron spin resonance transition, and right the Boltzman distribution and spin relaxation phenomena.
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a fixed microwave frequency. The most often used
 .frequency is 9 GHz called X-band . Since EPR
detects a very weak energy absorption, modulation of
the magnetic field at 100 kHz and phase-sensitive
detection are used to increase signalrnoise ratio.
Therefore, EPR spectra are routinely recorded as the
first derivative of the absorption curve.
Since n varies somewhat from experiment to ex-
periment, it is better to express the signal position in
terms of a value characteristic to the substance. In
EPR, a g value, which is the constant of magnetiza-
 .tion gshnrbH , is used to define the position of
resonance. For a free electron, g is equal to 2.0023.
Since most of the electrons in iron–sulfur clusters are
localized in the 3d molecular orbital of transition
metal irons, the g value deviates from that of a free
electron. This deviation reflects electromagnetic in-
teractions which the spin system has with its sur-
roundings. The g value of a paramagnetic center can
have as many as three values, each corresponding to
a value obtained when the magnetic field H is paral-
lel to one of the three special directions of the
molecule which are called g , g , and g see Fig.x y z
.8 . When spins in the molecule are magnetically
isotropic, the g value will have a single value g sx
Fig. 8. Schematic presentation of the relationship between g
value anisotropy and the EPR spectral line shapes. Geometric
 .shapes of isotropic, axial prolate form only for our topics , and
rhombic magnetic moments are shown as a sphere, a rugby ball,
and a rugby ball compressed toward the equator, respectively.
Schematic shape of the absorption curves and the corresponding
EPR derivative curves are shown in the bottom panels cited
w x.from Ref. 111 .
.g sg . In axial or rhombic symmetry, the signaly z
position is given by two g and g ; or in some« H
. cases written as g with g g or three g gz, y, x y ( x z, y,
.g parameters, respectively. Semiflavin andx
semiquinone show an isotropic gs2.005 spectrum.
When g values are close to each other, computer
simulation is required to obtain accurate g values.
The cluster N2 shows an axial spectrum while N3,
N4, and N5 exhibit rhombic spectra in all Complex I
so far studied. Cluster N1a and N1b show either axial
or rhombic spectra depending on different sources.
Since our EPR samples are usually frozen suspen-
sions of submitochondrial particles or enzymes, many
molecules of redox components in the EPR samples
are randomly oriented. Therefore, the EPR spectra we
obtain are summation of signals from redox centers
oriented to all directions relative to the magnetic
field. They are called polycrystalline powder spectra.
The principal g values obtained from powder spec-
tra, as shown in Fig. 8, are approximately equal to
the single crystal’s principal g values. However
relationship between the direction of the crystal axis
and these g values must be determined using a single
crystal.
The population of spins in the lower energy level
 .  .N and higher energy level N is determined byB A
wthe B oltzm ann d istribu tion N r N sA B
 .xexp yg bHrkT . The difference between the two
populations is generally very small in EPR experi-
ments. When resonance transition occurs, the proba-
bility of anti-parallel spin absorbing energy to flip up
is equal to the probability of parallel-spins emitting
 .energy to flip down Fig. 7, Right . Thus, observed
net resonance absorption depends on the difference of
spin population between the lower and the upper
energy states. The spin population in the lower en-
ergy level is slightly larger than that of the higher
energy level if both populations are equal, no EPR
.signal is observed . The applied microwaves tend to
equalize these two populations. However, interactions
of spins with the molecular environment called lat-
.tice and interactions between spins themselves tend
to maintain the Boltzmann population at a given
temperature. This process is called relaxation phe-
nomena. The resonance absorption may be viewed as
a continual competition between the tendency of the
microwave field to equalize the Boltzmann popula-
tion difference and the tendency of the spin relax-
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ations to maintain the difference. The net absorption
increases as N rN becomes smaller populationA B
.difference becomes larger at a lower temperature, as
long as the spin relaxation processes predominate.
The relaxation process is characterized by two
 .time constants, T spin lattice relaxation time and1
 .T spin–spin relaxation time , both of which are2
specific properties of the individual paramagnetic
components. If the spin relaxation rates 1rT and1
.1rT are not rapid enough to maintain the popula-2
tion difference during microwave irradiation, the EPR
signal intensity decreases. This phenomenon is called
 .power saturation see Fig. 9 . Quantitative analysis of
the power saturation behavior of paramagnetic species
in the presence and absence of nearby spins is useful
for estimating the distance between interacting para-
magnetic redox components.
Another important effect of relaxation is related to
the spectral line width on the reciprocal of the relax-
 .ation time s of the paramagnetic species. If the
 .relaxation time s are too short, the EPR spectra will
be too broad to be detected. For example, EPR
w xsignals arising from 4Fe–4S clusters are known to
 .have extremely short relaxation time s , and there-
Fig. 9. A schematic representation of power-saturation phenom-
 .ena, definition of the half saturation parameter P , and its1r2
 .relationship with spin relaxation times T and T .1 2
fore, their EPR spectra are detectable only below 20
K.
 .The amplitude of the derivative spectra S is
1r2 w 2 xbr2proportional to P r 1q0.25g T T P , where1 2
g is the gyromagnetic ratio and factor b is a homo-
geneous factor; 1 for inhomogeneous most of the
.biological samples we study and 3 for homogeneous
power saturation. At a constant temperature,
0.25g 2T T is constant, and when P is low and1 2
2  .0.25g T T P-1, the signal amplitude S increases1 2
in proportion to P1r2. This is the non-power-saturated
condition. However, with the application of increased
power, S reaches a maximum and then decreases
 .Fig. 9 . The half-saturation parameter P is de-1r2
 2 .fined as 4r g T T , namely, the shorter the spin1 2
relaxation times, the higher the P value becomes.1r2
The behavior of the signal amplitude as a function of
microwave power is analyzed by measuring the power
 .at the half saturation P and the degree of homo-1r2
geneity.
EPR spectroscopy can provide additional useful
information on spatial organization by the analysis of
EPR spectral changes caused by neighboring magnet-
ically active components. We have applied this tech-
nique to determine the distance between intrinsic
w xredox centers and their orientation 3 or the distance
between an intrinsic redox center and the surface of
the membrane using paramagnetic probe techniques
w x112,113 .
The spin–spin interactions are observed as the
enhancement of spin relaxation by more rapidly re-
 .laxing spins Fig. 5B andror as the spectral broad-
 .ening or splitting Fig. 5A . An excellent example of
this approach is the measurement of the remarkable
enhancement of semiquinone spin relaxation by the
N2 spin. In this system, we could also observe the
splitting of the g of the N2 spectrum by SQ spins,«
where one can calculate the distance more accurately
as explained in section 7 of this mini-review.
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